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The continuity equation with the random velocity field in the d-dimensional
space is studied and the existence of the corresponding family of random evolution
operators is proved. In case of the random velocities defined by means of the
Gaussian random fields the expectations of the evolution operators are derived and
represented in terms of the diffusion operator. The obtained result is applied to
the environmental transport problem on a bounded domain. The obtained trans-
port models generalize the conventional transport model defined by means of the
diffusion advection equation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. A FAMILY OF STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION
OPERATORS
 4Let V, C , P be a probability space and X a separable Banach space.
5 5We denote by ? the norm on X and by B the s-algebra of BorelX X
subsets of X. When no confusion can occur we shall write B instead of
 .B . The algebra of bounded operators on X is denoted by L X .X
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1.1. DEFINITION.
 .a A mapping u: V ª X defined on a measurable subset V : Vu
 .is called the X-valued random element if u is measurable with respect to
the s-algebras C and B , i.e., if for every open set O g B there holdsX X
y1 .   . 4u O s v g V : u v g O g C.u
 .b Let Z be an arbitrary set. A mapping A: V = Z ª X is said to
 .  .be a random operator if y ? s A ? z is an X-valued random element for
 .   . 4every z g Z. In general, the domain D A s z g Z: A v z g X de-v
pends on v g V.
 .c Let Z be a linear space. A random operator A: V = Z ª X is
 .called linear if the mapping A v : Z ª X is a linear operator for a.e.
v g V.
 . Let us remark that u of a can be extended to the whole V e.g., by
.zero in order to get an ordinary random element. However, in what
follows it is natural to deal with random elements defined on the part
of V.
There could be used two additional concepts of the measurability of a
function u: V ª X, i.e., the weak and strong measurability. The function u
is called weakly measurable if for every continuous linear functional
f : X ª C, the composition f (u: V ª C is a complex-valued random
variable, while u is called strongly measurable if there is a sequence
 .  .u : V ª X of finitely valued function such that u v ª u v in X forn n
a.e. v g V . In case of the separable Banach space X, all three conceptsu
of measurability are equivalent according to the Pettis theorem.
The next three lemmas will be used in the following sections.
 41.2. LEMMA. Let X be a separable Banach space and u : n g N an
sequence of X-¨alued random elements defined on the whole V. Then the set
  . 4  .R s v g V: lim u v g X is measurable i.e., belongs to C and then
 .  .mapping u: V ª X defined on R by u v s lim u v as n ª `, is an
random element.
Proof. We give the proof of the first assertion. Obviously, the set R
 .consists of those v for which u v is Cauchy sequence. By the definitionn
1 1
y1R s f y , ,F D F F n , m  / /n nNgN MgN n)N m)N
 . 5  .where the functions f : V ª R are defined by f v s u v yn, m n, m n
 .5u v for n, m g N. The assertion follows from the fact that theXm
w xfunctions f are random variables 8, p. 131 . The proof of the secondn, m
assertion is standard and therefore omitted.
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1.3. LEMMA. Let X and Y be separable Banach spaces and Z an arbitrary
set. Let A: V = Z ª X and B: V = X ª Y be random operators. Suppose
 .that the domain of B is the whole X for a.e. v and B v continuous for a.e.
 .   ..v. Then the operator C: V = Z ª Y defined by C v, z s B v, A v, z is
a random operator.
w xThe proof follows directly from 6, Theorem 1.1 .
In particular, the action of a random linear operator on a random
element results again in a random element.
1.4. LEMMA. Let X be a separable Banach space and u: V = R ª X a
 .  .random element i.e., X-¨alued random process . If u v, ? : R ª X is
continuous for a.e. v g V then u is measurable with respect to the product
s-algebra C = B the minimal s-algebra containing all the Cartesian prod-R
.ucts C = D, C g C , D g B .R
w xThe proof follows from 1, Theorem 2.5 .
 .  .1.5. DEFINITION. Let X be a Banach space, T ) 0, and A t , U t, s g
 . w xL X , t, s g 0, T be the families of operators such that:
 .  . w xa U t, s are strongly continuous on X with respect to t, s g 0, T ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .y1  .b U t, t s I, U t, s s U t, r U r, s , U t, s s U s, t , t, r, s g
w x0, T ,
 . 5  .5  < <.c U t, s F exp b t y s , where b depends on T ,X
 .  .  .  . w .d ­r­ t U t, s s A t U t, s on a dense subset Y ; X, t g s, T ,
 .  .  .  . w xe ­r­ s U t, s s yU t, s A s on a dense subset Y ; X, s g 0, t .
 .  .Then the operators U t, s are called evolution operators and U t, s ,
w xt, s g 0, T , is called the family of evolution operators generated by the
 .family A t .
1.6. THEOREM. Let X be a separable Banach space and A: V = R =
 . w .  ..X ª X a random operator, A v, t g C 0, ` , L X for a.e. v g V.
w x w xThen for each T ) 0 there exists the mapping U: V = 0, T = 0, T = X
ª X such that:
 . w x  .i For every t, s g 0, T the mapping U ?, t, s : V = X ª X is a
random operator.
 .  . w xii For a.e. v g V, U v, t, s , t, s g 0, T is the family of evolution
operators.
Proof. Let us consider the sequence of operators defined inductively by
t
U v , t , s s I , U v , t , s s dt A v , t U v , t , s . .  .  .  .H0 kq1 k
s
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 .  .First we demonstrate that U ?, t, s g ? , k s 0, 1, . . . , are measurable withk
 4respect to the pair v, t , where s is fixed and g is a random element in X.
 .  .  .  .Apparently U ?, t, s g ? is a random element. If U ?, t, s g ? is a random0 k
 .  .  .element then A ?, t U ?, t, s g ? is also the random element. Furthermorek
this element is strongly continuous with respect to t. By applying Lemma
 41.4 we have the simultaneous measurability with respect to the pair v, t .
 .  .The required measurability of U v, t, s g v with respect to v followskq1
from the Fubini theorem. Hence the series
`
U v , t , s s U v , t , s , .  . k
ks0
represents a random operator, too. For a.e. v g V this operator satisfies
 .  .a ] e of Definition 1.5, where Y s X.
By utilizing the obtained results it is easy to solve the random initial-value
 .problem for the family of random generators A v, t ,
du v , t .
s A v , t u v , t q f v , t , 1 .  .  .  .
dt
where
u v , 0 s u v , 2 .  .  .0
w x .and u : V ª X and f : V ª C 0, T , X are random elements.0
1.7. COROLLARY. Let the conditions of Theorem 1.6 be satisfied and
w x .u : V ª X, f : V ª C 0, T , X be random elements. Then, the unique0
 .  .X-¨alued solution of the random initial-¨ alue problem 1 , 2 is gi¨ en by
t
u v , t s U v , t , 0 u v , t q U v , t , s f v , s ds, 3 .  .  .  .  .  .H0
0
 .where U v, t, s is the family of e¨olution operators of Theorem 1.6.
2. EXPECTATION OF EVOLUTION OPERATORS
In the remaining part of this work X is a Hilbert space with the scalar
 < .product ? ? .
 4Let B : k g N be a family of linear continuous operators on thek
separable Hilbert space X, such that there exist the positive number b ,
5 5B F b for all k. The central object of the present study is the lineark
 .combination g t B , where the sequence of stochastic processesk k
  . w .4  4g t : k g N, t g 0, ` on a probability space V, C , P is defined byk
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all the finite-dimensional characteristic functions
N
f p , p , . . . , p s E exp p g t .  .t t ??? t 1 2 N k k k1 2 N  /
ks1
which are specified in the following.
2.1. LEMMA. Let:
 .  4i L, L , r be a probability space and b , k g N, be measurablek
 . < <  .functions on L, b g L L , such that  b g L L ,k ` k `
 .  .ii b be linearly independent in L L, r ,k 2
 . w .2 2w .2 .iii m be a positi¨ e definite function on 0, ` , m g C 0, ` .
Then the finite-dimensional characteristic functions
f p , p , . . . , p .t , t , . . . , t 1 2 N1 2 N
N
s exp y p b l m t , t b l p r dl .  .  .  .H k k k l l l /
k , ls1
 . w .define the infinite sequence of centred stochastic processes g t on 0, ` .k
 .Each g t , t fixed, is the random ¨ariable with the probability densityk
x l x 2 .
f x s exp y r dl , .  .Hk 2 5’2 pm t , t b l .  . 4m t , t b l .  .k k
 .  .  .where x l s 0 if b l s 0. The statistical moments of the processes g tk k
are
s t , t , . . . , t s E g t g t ??? g t .  .  .  .k k . . . k 1 2 n k 1 k 2 k n1 2 n 1 2 n
s m t , t , . . . , t b l b l ??? b l r dl .  .  .  .  .Hn 1 2 n k k k1 2 n
L
and m is the nth statistical moment of the centred normal process which isn
 .  .defined by the co¨ariance function m t, s s m t, s . Almost all the trajecto-2
 .ries of g t are continuous.k
In terms of the conditional expectation we have
N
f p , p , . . . , p s E E exp p g t L , 4 .  .  .t t ??? t 1 2 N k k k1 2 N  /
ks1
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where
N N
E exp p g t L l s exp y p b l m t , t b l . .  .  .  .  .  lk k k k k k l l /  /
ks1 k , ls1
In order to simplify notations in the following we use systematically
w < x w < x .E p l instead of E p L l for a.e. l g L.
The operator
`
B l s b l B .  . k k
ks1
is linear and continuous on X for a.e. l g L. Hence, B is a random linear
operator on X. The random operators
n
A t s g t B .  .n k k
ks1
 .form a Cauchy sequence in L V, P, X , because2
2n n
22 5 5Var g t B u F m t , t b b u .  . k k k /  / .L L , rksmq1 ksmq1 `
 .  .for u g X. By Lemma 1.2 the operator A t s lim A t is a randomn
operator from V = X to X.
The following rule of conditional probability is utilized in the following
w xexpression 2 . Let p, q be continuous functions on R. Then
E p B q A t l s p B l E q A t l . .  .  .  . .  .  .
w .Let w: L = 0, ` ª R be measurable in the first and continuous in
w .  ..the second variable, w g C 0, ` , L L , and let us define the operator`
 .  .  .  .W l, t s w l, t B l . The operator W t : V = X ª X is again a linear
random operator on X. We consider the Cauchy problem for the linear
differential equation
d
u t s W t q A t u t s f t , .  .  .  .  . .
dt
u 0 s 0. 5 .  .
For the sake of simplicity we suppose that f and u s 0 are not random0
elements.
 .  .2.2. THEOREM. Let the hypotheses i ] iii of Lemma 2.1 be satisfied.
w  .x w  .xThen there exists the expectation E u t such that we ha¨e E u t s
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w   . < xxE E u t l for a.e. l g L,
1t 2E u t l s exp yg l, t , t B l q e t , s B l f s ds, 6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H  520
where
t t t
g l, t , s s w l, t dt , e t , s s dt dt m t , t , 7 .  .  .  .  .H H H1 2 1 2
s s s
w .2and the function e is non-negati¨ e on 0, ` .
Proof. In accordance with the previous section the random operator
 .  .A t generates the family of random evolution operators U t, s , while
 .  .W t generates V t, s . We have
E V t , s s V l, t , s r dl , V l, t , s s exp yg l, t , s B l . .  .  .  .  .  . .H
 .In order to utilize the conditional probability 4 it is convenient to
 .  .represent U t, s as a series of powers of the random operators A t . In
 .other words, we have to transform the basic problem 5 to its interaction
picture where the ``interaction'' is represented in the present analysis by
 .the ``fluctuation'' operators A t . This can be simply performed by assum-
 .  .  .  .  .ing the form U t, s s V t, 0 H t, s V 0, s and inserting this into 5 . We
obtain the equation
­
H t , s q K t H t , s s 0, H t , t s I , .  .  .  .
­ t
where
K t s V 0, t A t V t , 0 . .  .  .  .
 .  .The operators H t, s , K t are also random operators from V = X to X
and the straightforward calculation gives
`
t t tn 1 ny1H t , s s y1 dt dt ??? dt K t K t ??? K t . .  .  .  .  . H H H1 2 n 1 2 n
s s sns0
 .The operator H t, s is apparently represented as a series of powers of
 .A t . Now we have
`
t t tn 1 ny1U t , s s y1 dt dt ??? dt .  . H H H1 2 n
s s sns0
= V t , t A t V t , t ??? V t , t A t V t , s . .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 ny1 n n n
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w xAfter applying the operator E we obtain 4
E U t , s s E E U t , s l , E U t , s l s U l, t , s , .  .  .  .
where
`
t t tn 1 ny1U l, t , s s y1 dt dt ??? dt m t , t , . . . , t .  .  . H H H1 2 n n 1 2 n
s s sns1
n
= V l, t , t V l, t , t B l V l, t , t V l, t , s . .  .  .  .  .0 0 i i 0 0 /is1
 .  .For a.e. l g L the operators V l, t, s and B l commute. Thus the only
factors containing the integration variables t , k s 1, 2, . . . , n, n g N, arek
the functions m . By usingn
t t t
dt dt ??? dt m t , t , . . . , t .H H H1 2 2 k 2 k 1 2 2 k
s s s
k2k ! . t t
s dt dt m t , t , k s 1, 2, . . . .H H 2 2 1 2k2 k! s s
we obtain the simple expressions
E U t , s l s V l, t , s Z l, t , s , .  .  .
1 2Z l, t , s s exp e t , s B l . 8 .  .  .  . 52
 42.3. COROLLARY. Let B : k g N , a s 1, 2, be two sequences of oper-a k
 . 5 5ators in L X , B F b. Let the conditions of Lemma 2.1 be satisfied anda k
 .  .  .let A t s g t B , U t, s be the corresponding pairs of the generatorsa k a k a
 .  .and associated e¨olution operators. The outer products U t, s m U t, s ,1 2
 .  .  .  .V t, s m V t, s , and B l m B l on X m X are related by the expres-1 2 1 2
sions
E U t , s m U t , s l .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
1 2s exp e t , s , t , s B l m I q I m B l , .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 52
t t1 2e t , s , t , s s dt dt m t , t , 9 .  .  .H H1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
s s1 2
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and
E V t , s m V t , s l .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
s exp yg l, t , s B l m I y g l, t , s I m B l . 10 4 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
3. A CLASS OF RANDOM DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
w xIn this section the processes are considered on 0, T = D, where T ) 0
is arbitrary, but fixed, and D ; R d is bounded with the boundary ­ D of
`  4the class C . Elements of D are denoted by x s x , x , . . . , x . The1 2 d
differentiation with respect to t is denoted by ­r­ t while the differentia-
tion with respect to x is denoted either by ­ or ­r­ x . The scalar producti i i
in R d is denoted by xy s S x y . By a vector valued function u we mean ai i
sequence of d functions u , u , . . . , u on D. The gradient of a function1 2 d
 .  d.   d.  d.4  .u t g L R s u g L R , ­ u g L R is defined by =u t s1, 1 1 i 1
  .  d.4­ u t : ­ u g L R . Then u =¨ s u ­ ¨ . The unit outer normal ati i 1 i i
 .  .point x g ­ D is denoted by n or n x and its components by n or n x .i i
5 5For a Banach space X the norm is denoted by ? . Only, for theX
 d.  4 Hilbert spaces H s L R , H s u g H , ­ u g H , and H s u g0 2 1 0 i 0 2
4 5 5H , ­ u g H , the norms and scalar products are denoted by ? andk1 i 1
 < .  .  < .? ? , k s 0, 1, 2, respectively. In particular u N ¨ s u ¨ qk 1 0
 < . ­ u ­ ¨ . Furthermore, the Banach algebras of all the bounded lineari i 0
 .operators defined on H , k s 0, 1 are denoted by L H and the corre-k k
5 5sponding norms also by ? , since no ambiguity can occur. For the vectork
 4 valued function a s a : i s 1, 2, . . . , d and matrix function A s a :i i j
4  d.i, j s 1, 2, . . . , d with a , a g L R we use notationsi i j `
5 5 d 5 5 d 5 5 d 5 5 da s max a , A s max a .L R . L R . L R . L R .i i j` ` ` `
i i , j
Furthermore, for a complex matrix A its complex conjugate is denoted by
 .A* and its real part by Re A s A q A* r2.
We start our presentation with a known result about the family of
 .evolution operators associated with the differential operator A t s a=. It
 .is unbounded on H . We have to describe its maximal closed extension0
  ..and general features of its resolvent set r A t . We have to apply various
w x xresults of 7 , Sects. 2.1 and 3.5, Theorems 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and Example 4.6 .
 4 w x3.1. THEOREM. Let the function a s a : i s 1, 2, . . . , d on 0, T = Di
ha¨e the following properties:
 . w x  ..i a g C 0, T , L D ,i `, 1
 . < w .ii n a ­ D s 0, t g 0, `i i
 . w .iii  ­ a s 0 on 0, ` = D.i i
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Then
 . 5  . . 5  < <  ..5 5a A t y lI u G l y l t u , u g H , l g R, k s 0, 1,k kk 2
 .  . 5  .5 dwhere l t s 0 and l t s 2 Re =a .L R .0 1 `
 .   ..  4   .. b The sets D A t s u g H , a =u g H and D A t s u g0 0 1
4  .H , a =u g H are dense in H and the operators a= y l t are maximal,1 1 0 k
  ..   ..closed, and dissipati¨ e on D A t and D A t , respecti¨ ely.1
 .  .   ..c The operator A t on D A t is hyper-maximal with the indices
 40, 0 .
 .  .3.2. THEOREM. Let i ] iii of Theorem 3.1 be ¨alid. Then there exists a
 . w xfamily of operators U t, s , t, s g 0, T , such that
 .  . w xa U t, s , t, s g 0, T , are e¨olution operators in H ,0
 .  . w xb U t, s , t, s g 0, T , are e¨olution operators in H ,1
 . 5  .5  < <. 5  .5  < <.c U t, s F exp b t y s , U t, s F exp b t y s , where b ,0 10 1 k
  . w x4k s 0, 1, ha¨e the estimates b F sup l t : t g 0, T ,k k
 .  .  .  . w .d ­r­ t U t, s s A t U t, s on H , t g s, T ,1
 .  .  .  . w xe ­r­ s U t, s s yU t, s A s on H , s g 0, t .1
These general results of the theory of evolution operators can be easily
applied to random operators of the similar structure. Now we have the
following two simple results:
3.3. LEMMA. Let v : D ª R d, k g N, be continuous functions satisfyingk
 .  .  .i ] iii of Theorem 3.1, b : L ª R be measurable functions satisfying i ,k
 .ii of Lemma 2.1, and in addition:
 .  .d  .div b s Sb v g L L = D , ­ b g L L = D , i s 1, 2, . . . , d,k k ` i `
 .  4`   .d.v v g l L D .k 1 2 `
Then b, ­ b are measurable with respect to the s-algebra generated by thei
 .measurable sets of the form A = B g L = B D . The operators B : H ª Hk 1 0
 .and B l : H ª H , defined by1 0
B u s v =u , B l u s b l B u , a.e. l g L , 11 .  .  .k k k k
k
 4ha¨e the hypermaximal extensions on H with the indices 0, 0 . In addition,0
B is a random operator.
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3.4. LEMMA. Let the operators B : H ª H be defined as in the pre¨i-k 1 0
ous lemma and let
N
A t s g t B .  .N k k
ks1
 .  .in L H , H . Then the A t are random operators and there exists the1 0 N
 .  .   ..random operator A t s lim A t g L V, P, L H , H . Furthermore, forN 2 1 0
 . w .  ..a.e. v g V, A v, ? g C 0, ` , L H , H .1 0
Proof. We have
2N
2 25 5E A t y A t u F m t , t b v u , .  .  . .  1N M k k0
 .ksMq1 L L=D`
  . 4   ..so that A t : N g N is a Cauchy sequence in L V, P, L H , H . ToN 2 1 0
 .prove the t-continuity we consider the stochastic process d t, s s
`  .  ..2 w x g t y g s on s, T . The covariance function of this process,1 k k
w  .  .xE d t , s d t , s , is proportional to the second order polynomial of1 2
 .  4  .m r , r , r , r g t , t , t , and m t , s and consequently satisfies the1 2 1 2 1 2 k
Kolmogoroff conditions on the continuity of realizations. Now we have
N
A v , t y A v , s u s g v , t y g v , s B u .  .  .  . .  .N N k k k0
ks1 0
1r2`
1r2 2
d5 5 5 5F d v , t , s v u . .  L D . 1k ` /
ks1
3.5. THEOREM. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.3 be ¨alid. Then for a.e.
 .  .  .v g V there exists a family of e¨olution operators U v, t, s satisfying a ] e
 .of Theorem 3.2 with the generator A v, t defined in Lemma 3.4. The
 .operators U t, s are random on H , and their expectations can be expressed0
as
1 2E U t , s s exp e t , s B l r dl , 12 .  .  .  .  .H  52
 .  .where the operator B l is defined in 11 .
Proof. The proof consists of three steps. In the first step the measura-
 .bility of evolution operators U v, t, s is proved for the cases of a finite
 .number of processes g t . The infinite number of these processes isk
considered in the second step of the proof. The expression of expectation
of the evolution operator is derived in the last step of the proof.
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First we consider the case of random operators defined by means of N
 .processes g t , k s 1, 2, . . . , N. The operators B can be regularized byk k
 .   2 . .1r2B n s B I y B rn , n g N. Then, for a.e. v g V, the operatork k k
 .  .  . w .  ..A n, v, ? s g v, ? B n g C 0, ` , L H , m s 0, 1, and there ex-N k k m
 .ists the family of random evolution operators U n, t, s generated byN
 .A n, ? , t , having all the properties which are described in Section 2.N
Furthermore,
1 2E U n , t , s s exp e t , s B n , l r dl , .  .  .  .HN N 52
N Bk
B n , l s b l . .  .N k 1r22y1ks1 I y n B . .k
 .For a.e. v g V, there exists the evolution family U v, t, s generated byN
 . w xA t with the properties described in Theorem 3.2. Now we utilize 3N
U v , t , s y U n , v , t , s .  .N N
t
s U n , v , t , t A n , v , t y A v , t U v , t , s dt . .  .  .  . .H N N N N
s
13 .
For u g H we have1
U v , t , s y U n , v , t , s u .  . .N N 0
t
F A v , t y A n , v , t .  .  .H L H , HN N 1 0
s
= 5 5exp l v t y s dt u , 4 .  . 11
 .  .where k ?, t for the operator A ?, t is defined in Theorem 3.1. The1
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be applied. Due to the
 .  .  .uniform boundedness of A v, t y A n, v, t g L H , H with respectN N 1 0
 .  .  .to n, and pointwise convergence A v, t y A n, v, t ª 0 in L H , H ,N N 1 0
 .  .we have the strong convergence of U n, v, t, s to U v, t, s on theN N
 .dense subspace H of H . Thus, by Lemma 1.2, U t, s is the family of1 0 N
random operators in H .0
Now we consider the operators defined by means of all the processes
 .  .g t . From the first part of proof it follows that the operators A t arek N
random and they generate the families of random evolution operators
 .  .U t, s having the properties of Theorem 3.2. The operator A t sN
 .lim A t is also random by Lemma 3.4. Furthermore, for a.e. v g VN
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 .there exists the family of evolution operators U v, t, s generated by
 .A v, t . In order to prove that these evolution operators are measurable
 .we use again the expression 13 ,
U v , t , s y U v , t , s u .  . .N 0
1r2 1r2` `
t 22
d5 5F v g t . L D . Hk k` /  /sksNq1 ksNq1
= 5 5exp m v , t t y s dt u 4 .  . 11
being valid for u g H . This inequality and Lemma 1.2 ensure the measur-1
 .ability of U ?, t, s .
To complete the proof it suffices to demonstrate that the sequence
 .  .U n, t, s forms a Cauchy sequence in L V, P, H and the limit ofN 2 0
w  .x  .  4E U n, t, s is equal to 12 . Let h : k g N be an orthonormal basis ofN k
X. From the equality
¨ m h U t , s * m U t , s h m u s U t , s ¨ U t , s u .  .  .  . .  . k 1 2 k 1 2
k
 .and the expression 9 we have
2
E U n , t , s y U m , t , s u .  . .N M
225 5s 2 u y 2 u exp 2 e t , s B n , l y B m , l u r dl . .  .  .  . . 5H N M /
L
14 .
 .This expression is valid for all M, N s 1, 2, . . . , `. Let us denote B n, l s
 .  .B n, l . For a.e. l g L the spectrum Sp l, n, m of the operator`
  .  ..2  xB n, l y B m, l is a finite set of y`, 0 ; C. We consider the path
G g C, positively oriented, having the form of the wedge, symmetric with
 .respect to Im z s 0, with the vertex at 1, 0 g C, the opening pr2, and
 .the hedges pointing toward the points y1 " i ` at infinity. Then G
 .encloses the sets Sp l, n, m and there holds the following representation:
1 2exp e t , s B n , l y B m , l .  .  . . 52
1 y12s exp 2 ze t , s B n , l y B m , l y z dz. 4 .  .  . . .H2p i G
 .By substituting this expression into the integral of 14 and by using the
 .Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we conclude that U n, t, s
 .converges in L V, P, H . The argument can be repeated once more for2 0
 .  .  .the difference B n, l y B l in order to prove the expression 12 .
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 .  .Now we extend this result to cover the random operator W ?, t q A ?, t
 .  .  .  .of 5 . The operator W ?, t q A ?, t is random in L H , H and for a.e.1 0
 .  . w .  ..v g V, W v, t q A v, t g C 0, ` , L H , H . According to Theorem1 0
 .  .3.2, for a.e. v g V, the operator W v, t q A v, t generates the family of
 .  .evolution operators U v, t, s . Let us define the regularization W n, ? , t
 .  .  .s w ?, t B n, ? , where the B n, ? are the random operators considered
in the previous proof. On the level of regularized operators the results
which are derived in Section 1 and 2 imply the following conclusion:
 .  .According to Theorem 1.6 the random operators W n, ? , t and W n, ? , t
 . q A n, ? , t generate the families of random evolution operators V n, ? ,
.  .  . t, s and U n, ? , t, s , respectively. The operators K n, ? , t s V n, ? ,
.  .  .  .0, t A n, ? , t V n, ? , t, 0 are also random, for a.e. v, K n, v, ? g
w .  ..C 0, ` , L H , and consequently they generate the family of random0
 .  .  .evolution operators Z n, ? , t, s defined in 8 . We have U n, ? , t, s s
 .  . w  . < x  .  .V n, ? , t, 0 Z n, ? , t, s and E U n, t, s l s V n, l, t, s Z n, l, t, s where
 .   .  .4  .  .V n, l, t, s s exp yg l, t, s B n, l and Z n, l, t, s are defined in 8 .
 .Now we perform the limits n ª `. The random operators W n, ? , t ,
 .  .  .A n, ? , t , and K n, ? , t tend to the respective random operators W ?, t ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .A ?, t , and K ?, t s V ?, 0, t A ?, t V ?, t, 0 in L H , H . Furthermore,1 0
 .  .   ..V n, ? , t, s ª V ?, t, s in L L, r, L H . By using the proof of Theorem2 0
 .  .3.5 we can also demonstrate that Z n, ? , t, s ª Z ?, t, s s
 .  .  .2 .   ..   . 4exp 1r2 e t, s B ? in L L, r, L H . Hence U n, ? , t, s : n g N is a2 0
  ..  .  .Cauchy sequence in L V, P, L H and U ?, t, s s s-lim U n, ? , t, s are2 0
random operators. Therefore we have
3.6. COROLLARY. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 be ¨alid,
`
W t q A t s w t B q g t B , .  .  .  . k k
ks1
 .  .  .where B and B are defined in 11 . Then the random operator W t q A tk
 .generates the family of random e¨olution operators U t, s for which
1 2E U t , s l s exp yg l, t , s B l q e t , s B l . 15 .  .  .  .  .  . 52
4. THE CONTINUITY EQUATION WITH RANDOM
VELOCITY FIELD
The object of study in this section is the continuity equation
­
u t , x s v t , x =u t , x q f t , x , 16 .  .  .  .  .
­ t
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where the random element is the vector valud function v: V = R = D ª
R d. This random differential equation is interpreted as the transport
model in a random velocity field and can be used as a tool in analysis of
environmental pollution.
To avoid complex notation we consider here the two-dimensional do-
 .main D and the random velocity field v t on D defined by the stream
 .  .  4function c : R = D ª R, v t, x s = = c t, x s ­ c , y­ c . It is as-2 1
sumed that the random field c has the representation
c ?, t , x s w ?, t b ? w x q g ?, t w x . .  .  .  .  .  . k k k k
k k
 .All the statistical moments of g t are stationary with respect to t in thek
wider sense. It follows that the second term of this expression has the form
of its Karhunen]Loeve decomposition. This term would be precisely equal
 .to this decomposition if g t were orthogonal. Consequently, the velocityk
 .  .  .  .  .field has the decomposition v t, x s w t, x q g t v x , where v x sk k k
 .  .= = w t, x . To apply the developed theory we have to assume that g tk k
are defined by the family of characteristic functions of Section 2 with the
 .  .covariance function m t, s s K t y s , where K is a positive definite
2 .  .function on R belonging to the class C R . The random operator W t q
 .  .A t s v t = generates the family of random evolution operators satisfying
 .  .15 . The mean value of solution of 16 has the form
E u t , x s r dl U l, t , s f s ds .  .  .  .H
t
s r dl exp yg l, t , s B l .  .  .H H y`
1 2q e t , s B l f s ds 17 .  .  .  .52
 .in accordance with 8 . Unfortunately, there is no differential equation
w  .xgoverning E u t, x because
­ 2q w l, t B l U l, t , s y h t , s B l U l, t , x s 0, t ) s, .  .  .  .  .  . /­ t
 .  .and the coefficient h t, s s ­ e t, s r­ t depends on both t, s. Further-
 .2more, the operator B l is the second order differential operator on D,
w 2 xdegenerate at each point of D. Its mean value E B is generally non-de-
generate for points inside D and remains degenerate at the boundary of D
 .  .because of n x b l, x s 0.
 .We conclude as follows. Due to non-trivial covariances of g t thek
w  .x  .mean value E u t, x of 16 has the following two important properties.
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 . w  .x1 There is not either a differential equation for E u t, x or for
w  . < xE u t, x l .
 . w  .x2 The time rate of E u t, x is the sum of advection, diffusion, and
input rate. The advection is determined by the random advection velocity
 .  .field w ?, t b ?, x , the diffusion is defined by the random diffusion tensor
 .  .  .  .D ?, x s b ?, x b ?, x , and the input rate is f t .i j i j
Physical consequences implied by these properties are discussed in
w xRef. 5 .
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